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Dr HELEN CALDICOTT: ‘WE ARE VERY CLOSE TO A NUCLEAR WAR’

Multi-award-winning Australian activist and author Dr Helen Caldicott says we are 
on the brink of a nuclear catastrophe with Russia.

Dr Caldicott says that the US should sign a legally binding security pact with Russia 
acknowledging that Ukraine will not join NATO to avert a disaster. Offensive weapon 
capability must be removed from NATO countries. “Russia has legitimate concerns 
for her safety”, say Dr Caldicott. “How can any nation tolerate offensive weapons on 
its borders, capable of striking within minutes?” 

The US faced an eerily similar situation during the height of the Cold War. The 
Soviet Union stationed nuclear missiles in Cuba in easy striking distance of the US 
mainland. Known as The Cuban Missile Crises, the world came very close to a 
nuclear war. American citizens were terrified by these weapons so close to their 
borders.

Now the tables are turned as Russia holds very grave fears for its safety. Offensive 
weapons could soon be placed on the Ukraine Russia border if Ukraine joins NATO. 
As NATO has nuclear weapon sharing capability this is notoriously difficult to detect 
and track. Since the US also still maintains its first strike policy with nuclear 
weapons, the risks of nuclear war could reach boiling point.

Antagonising Russia in such a terrifying scenario is highly irresponsible. It not only 
threatens regional security of Europe but the world. North Korea has begun testing 
its missiles again and Russia’s hypersonic nuclear weapons are too fast for 
detection.

We must accept that this is the reality we find ourselves in if we are to step back 
from the brink. We must acknowledge that Russia’s concerns are real.

Australia has already stated it does not want to have our troops on the front line 
should any war with Russia eventuate. The joint Australia US Pine Gap spy base 
plays a critical role in the US Nuclear Missile Defence Program and in the operation 
of a nuclear war. 

If any nuclear war was to occur, Pine Gap could be the first to be attacked. As Alice 
Springs is only 18 Kilometers from Pine Gap any strike on the base could wipe out 
Alice Springs. Even a limited nuclear war could lead to a nuclear winter and the 
eventual end of most planetary life.

We urge the Australian government to take immediate concrete steps to encourage 



the US to negotiate in good faith with Putin, to take his requests seriously and thus 
avert the spectre of nuclear annihilation.  
You can contact Dr Helen Caldicott at: hcaldic@bigpond.com or Alan Griffiths: 
0403 921 242 or STOPUSRUSSIAWAR@gmail.com


